T5650  TINH YEU VA KHOANG CACH  (VIETNAM, 1984)
(Other titles: Liebe und Entfernung; Love and distance)

Credits: director/writer, Duc Hoan; novel (The man who had his heart in the right place), Tran Van Tuan.
Cast: Thanh Quy, Nguyen Viet Nghia, Ngoc Thu.
Summary: Melodrama set in Vietnam in the 1970s and 80s. Quang is a disabled veteran scarred by a napalm burn and carrying a shell fragment near his heart. He returns home to find that he and his wife, Ngan Ha, have grown apart and they divorce. Thereafter, Ngan Ha led a dissolute life, was deceived and abandoned by a scoundrel and died in childbirth. Quang adopted her child and devoted his life to scientific research to forget his deep sorrow. The child Lien helped him fulfill his ambitions and filled the gap left by Ngan Ha.
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